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“ The traditional English style house in the upscale, Annex area
of Toronto was incorporated like a residue, like an archaeology
of memory and was transformed into a new organization and
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system of totally different spaces.
The existing architectural heritage was deliberately turned into
something else with the a three story, wrought iron,
Nautilus shaped staircase which colonized by force
the very epicenter of this house.”
The team of Studio Pyramid also from Toronto has strong
views on how to restore an rebuild historic houses.
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These pages the three story,
wrought iron, spiral staircase
forms the very epicenter of
this house. The stairs are
surrounded with artworks including Tony Scherman ‘s
Marilyn Monroe’s eye.
The cubist chest of drawers
made from shagreen is by
Ray&Y Augousti, and the
lamp on top is by by Porta
Romana The chandelier is by
Bourgeois Boheme.
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The main living area contains a compilation of international furniture and lighting lines;
Bobo Interiors chandelier via their LAX location, and La religious free standing alabaster
lamp by Pierre Chareau, Paris. The dining table is by Immobilia, the Waterfall buffet is
by Ironies, blue sofa in Pierre Frey velvet is by Hugues Chevalier, and the antique club
chairs are from Vienna. The the dinning room chairs are created by Gio Ponti and Aldo
Tura. In a foreground is Sombiente bronze sculpture by Harry Bertoia ‘Snow’s walking
Women’. The lightening is by Peterson Ewen, the Macaroni TV is by General idea and the
black lava by Ron Martin. They all embrace and dictate the tempo of this grand room.
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Studio Pyramid’s unique collaborative interaction between
architecture, interior design, furnishings, ﬁnishing and art all
under one umbrella is unusual. This tailored and cohesive
approach becomes fully utilized in comprehensive renovations/additions, where you have to strike a balance between
being sympathetic to previous, while creating a new history.
“We don’t constantly build history by being stagnant; there is
a ﬁne line between preservation and going backwards,” said
architect Milosh Pavlovicz. The principals at Studio Pyramid,
the Toronto-based ﬁrm, believe that “Over-zealousness for
preservation can actually be negative. You have to preserve
buildings that need preserving, but you need to graft elements
that will become part of a lasting legacy as well.”
Pavlovicz and the Studio Pyramid team – designers Sasha
Josipovicz and Elaine Tan – recently put that philosophy to the
test when they collaborated on the restoration and rebuilding
of a residential property, located near Yorkville and North of
the upscale Bloor Street shopping area.
The area is characterized by many traditional English style
homes with dark interiors. The ﬁrst thing the team did was to
open the house to the light, adding a spacious kitchen with
huge doors to the garden.
There is also a light-ﬁlled and imposing entrance and a large
living area with ﬁreplaces on the main ﬂoor.
Upstairs, there are three bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms
and a large library/study, also with a bathroom.
Pavlovicz told Objekt: “Before we started work on this house
we were convinced that it required extensive alterations. We
gutted 95 per cent of the house. Basically, we started from the
historic facades. At a certain point there was nothing but an
empty shell. From this stage we commenced our project.”
“Two and a half years later, the job unfolded with a remarkable
degree of harmony, grace and elegance in spite of the
inevitable tribulations that accompany a project of this scale
and ambition,” he said .
Their inspiration was a Nautilus-shaped staircase which dominated the center
of the house, imposing what Pavlovicz called the “the colonization of a new
regime and order on the property.”
“Colonization measures itself against the occupied territory and establishes
its new order by comparing itself with its predecessor in such a way that
colonization becomes a combination of the force of imposition and the
acumen of grafting,” he said. “The interior interventions and exterior additions
that we proposed for this historic house, were no less forceful in their intents
to occupy, though in this case it was a context, which has already been
established by the existing, century old architecture. The act of colonizing is
always a confrontation: taking on board certain references to produce a new
system of spaces.”
Pavlovicz likened the process to Marcel Duchamp’s ‘Objet Trouvé’, in which the
historic house was incorporated like a residue - an archaeology of memory and transformed into a new organization and system of totally different spaces.
“The existing architectural heritage was deliberately turned into something
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Left-hand page
top left: the living seen from the entrance with clock treasure found in
Vienna by the designers and an artwork by General Idea, a collective
of three Canadian artists, Felix Partz, Jorge Zontal and AA Bronson,
who were active from 1967 to 1994. Beside that: art deco chairs upholstered in Larsen fabric from Durout.com and an antique Feraghan carpet through Sotheby’s NY. The art work on the right is by Ron Martin.
Center: the master bedroom with an orange leather bench by Holly
Hunt, a bed by Maxalto, by side table by Martha Sturdy. Art above the
bed is by Tony Scherman and the art sailing boats are by Joyce Willand. Beside that: the master bathroom with steel tub by Silk Portfolio, faucets by Dornbracht, and an antique cabinet via Osvaldo
Borsani. Bottom left: part of the study with a Murano chandelier from
Residential Lighing Toronto, and a sofa through designers. Beside that
overview of study with sofa by Hugues Chevalier Paris, an antique
Heriz rug through Sotheby’s NY, A glass table by Robsjohn-Gibbings,
a library by Molteni and an office desk by USM Furniture.
This page: the washroom between living and kitchen.
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The main is entrance has a brave application
of ceiling graphics wallpaper by Porter Telio
and Paris gilded chandeliers, reflecting in
Plaza Hotel in NY vantage mirror purchased
from their auction.

These page: the garden room
adjacent to the kitchen with
left the view to the garden
highlighted by Guatemalan’s
tree trunk lamp and a vantage
Japanese cabinet. The floors
throughout are made of
cerused fumed oak by Chapel
parquet in the Netherlands.
On the right: the eclectic
breakfast area with Saarinen
chairs, Carl Hansen and son
table + custom made banquet
and a Artek Aalto ceiling
lamp. The art is by Henry
Taylor.

else,” he said: “Other values whose dominance of Objet
Trouvé never led the slightest room for doubt.”
Interior designer Elaine Tan. “As in all of our projects, the
interior we created here is livable as well as luxurious,
where you want to sit down, relax, dine or have a conversation,” she said. “The rougher textures are set against
softer elements where no one would have to tiptoe among
the treasures, an exquisite and diverse range of trouvé’s
that includes signiﬁcant artworks by Michael Snow, Jason
Martin, Paterson Ewen, General Idea, Henry Taylor and Ron
Martin.”
For Pyramid’s creative director Josipovicz, art was crucial
to giving the home “a heart beat.”
“This was not a typical interior renovation and decoration
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task for me,” he said of the Annex project. “It also entailed
relocating the client from their high rise über-chic open
concept apartment with 11’ high ceilings into a Victorian
home with numerous visual restrictions which originally appeared to be obstacles.”
The team worked with some of the “obstacles” as old
marble ﬁreplaces, setting them against strong dynamic art,
an open concept plan and white contemporary walls.
“Inspired by Yves Saint Laurent’s use of color, I gave the
interiors a new modern interpretation,” Josipovicz said.
“Our clients deserve full credit for giving us creative freedom, with no hesitation and with no regrets. For me, you
have failed if people don’t feel comfortable in their space.
Our work is a creative process, not curating process.”
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The kitchen with its 12 foot ceiling heights are fully utilized with blue
origami ceramic walls. Kitchen is British shaker, catered to passionate art of food creations which owner of the house indulges daily.
The kitchen is part of the addition that Pyramid Studio designed.
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